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Abstract
Thenecessaryandsufﬁcientconditionsforbeingabletoestimatescenestructure,motionandcameracalibration
from a sequence of images are very rarely satisﬁed in practice. What exactly can be estimated in sequences of
practical importance, when such conditions are not satisﬁed? In this paper we give a complete answer to this
question. For every camera motion that fails to meet the conditions,we give explicit formulasfor the ambiguities
in the reconstructed scene, motion and calibration. Such a characterization is crucial both for designing robust
estimation algorithms(that do not try to recover parameters that cannot be recovered), and for generating novel
viewsofthescenebycontrollingthevantagepoint. Tothisend,wecharacterizeexplicitlyallthevantagepointsthat
give rise to a valid Euclideanreprojectionregardless of the ambiguityin the reconstruction. We also characterize
vantage points that generate views that are altogether invariant to the ambiguity. All the results are presented
using simple notation that involves no tensors nor complex projective geometry, and should be accessible with
basic background in linear algebra.
1. Introduction
Reconstructingspatialpropertiesof a scene from a number of images taken by an uncalibratedcamera is a clas-
sical problem in computer vision. It is particularly important when the camera used to acquire the images is not
available for calibration, as for instance in video post-processing, or when the calibration changes in time, as in
vision-based navigation. If we represent the scene by a number of isolated points in three-dimensional space and
theimagingprocessbyanidealperspectiveprojection,theproblemcanbereducedtoapurelygeometricone,which
has been subjectto the intense scrutinyof a number of researchers duringthe past ten years. Their efforts have led
to several important and useful results. The problem is that conditions for a unique Euclidean reconstructionare
almostneversatisﬁedinsequence ofimagesofpracticalinterest. In fact, theyrequire asa necessary conditionthat
thecamera undergoesrotationaboutatleasttwoindependentaxes,whichisrarelythecasebothinvideoprocessing
and in autonomousnavigation[14].
In this paper we address the question of what exactly can be done when the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for unique reconstructionare not satisﬁed. In particular:
(i) For all the motions that do not satisfy the conditions, to what extent can we reconstruct structure, motion and
calibration?
(ii) If the goal of the reconstructionis to produce a new view of the scene from a different vantage point,how can
we make sure that the image generated portrays a “valid” Euclidean scene?
On our way to answering these questions, we pause to reﬂect on the nature of multilinear constraints. While con-
straints involving two images at a time (fundamental constraints) are well understood and involve clean notation
andgeometricinterpretation,muti-linearconstraintsaremore difﬁculttoworkwithandtointerpret. Itseemsthere-
fore natural to ask the followingquestion(iii) Do multilinear constraintscarry geometric information on the camera system that is not containedin bilinear
ones?
1.1. Relation to previous work
The study of ambiguitiesin Euclideanreconstruction(i) arises naturallyin the problem of motion and structure
recovery and self-calibrationfrom multiplecameras. There is a vast body of literature on this topic, which cannot
be reviewed in the limited space allowed. Here we only comment on some of the work that is most closely related
to thispaper, whilewe refer the reader to the literature for more details, references and appropriate credits(see for
instance [4, 8, 10, 13, 19, 20, 21] and references therein).
Ithaslongbeenknownthatintheabsence ofanyaprioriinformationaboutmotion,calibrationandscene struc-
ture, reconstructioncan beperformed at leastuptoa projectivetransformation[6]. Utilizingadditionalknowledge
abouttherelationshipbetweengeometricentitiesintheimage(e.g., parallelism)onecanstratifythedifferentlevels
of reconstructions from projective all the way to Euclidean [3, 5, 6, 18]. At such a level of generality, the condi-
tions on the uniqueness and existence of solutions are restrictive and the algorithms are computationally costly,
often exhibitinglocal minima [12].
Thenature of the constraintsamong images of thesame pointin different cameras hasbeen studiedextensively,
and is known to be multilinear (see for instance [7, 10, 20]). The algebraic dependency among constraints (iii)
has been established by means of elimination [21] or other algebraic geometric tools [9]. However, an explicit
characterizationofhowthe informationisencodedindifferent constraints- whichiscrucialinthe designof robust
estimation algorithms- is hard to derive by such means.
Recently, Sturm [19] has proposeda taxonomy of critical motions, that is motionswhich do not allow a unique
reconstruction. However, not only the given taxonomy is by no means intrinsic to Euclidean reconstruction (see
[14]), butalsonoexplicitcharacterizationof theambiguitiesinthereconstructedshape, motionandcalibrationhas
been given. A natural continuationof these efforts involvedthe analysisof cases where the motion and/orcalibra-
tionwere restrictedeither toplanar or linearmotion[2, 18] and techniqueswere proposedfor afﬁne reconstruction
or up to one parameter family.
Several techniques have been proposed to synthesize novel views of a reconstructed scene (ii): in [1], trilinear
constraints have been exploited to help generate reprojected images for a calibrated camera. In the case of a par-
tially uncalibrated camera, such a method has to face the issues of whether the reprojected image portrays a valid
Euclidean scene.
1.2. Outline of this paper and its contributions
Asweanticipatedintheprevioussection,theanswertoquestion(iii)hasbeenestablishedbeforeonanalgebraic
footing – the algebraic ideals generated by trilinear and quadrilinear constraints (as polynomialsof image coordi-
nates)arenecessarilycontainedinthatgeneratedbybilinearones[9]. However, inordertogiveacompleteaccount
of ambiguitiesin 3D Euclidean reconstruction(especiallyfor self-calibrationand motionrecovery), it is crucial to
know how the information on the Euclidean conﬁguration of a camera system is encoded in the multilinear con-
straints. In section 2 we give a novel, complete and rigorous proof that unveils how the information encoded in
trilinearand quadrilinearconstraintsdependsonthat inbilinearones. There we also discussthe role of multilinear
constraintswith regards to singular conﬁgurationsof points.
Thewell-known-butconservative-answertoquestion(i)isthatstructurecanatleastberecovereduptoaglobal
projective transformationof the three-dimensionalspace. However, there is more to be said, as we do in section 3
for the case of constantcalibration.1 There, we give explicitformulasof exact ambiguitiesin the reconstructionof
scene structure, camera motionand calibrationwithrespectto all subgroupsof theEuclideanmotion. In principle,
one should study ambiguities corresponding to all critical conﬁgurations as given in [14]. However, it is only the
1In fact, even in the case of time-varying calibration, in principle, the best one can do is an afﬁne reconstruction, not just a projective
one!ambiguitiesthatexhibita groupstructurethatare ofpracticalimportanceinthedesignofestimationalgorithms. In
sucha case, notonlycan theanalysisbe considerablysimpliﬁedbutalsocleanformulas for allgenericambiguities
can be derived. Such formulas are important for 3D reconstructionas well as for synthesizingnovel 2D views.
Question(ii)isthenansweredinsection4,wherewecharacterizethecompletesetofvantagepointsthatgenerate
“valid” images of the scene regardless of generic ambiguities in 3D reconstruction.
These results have great practical signiﬁcance, because they quantify precisely to what extent scene structure,
camera motionandcalibrationcan be estimatedinsequencesfor whichmany of thetechniquesavailabletodatedo
not apply. Furthermore, the analysis clariﬁes the process of 2D view synthesisfrom novel viewpoints. In addition
to that, we give a novel account of known results on the role of multilinear constraints and their relationship to
bilinear ones.
Granted the potential impact on applications, this paper is mainly concerned with theory. We address neither
algorithmic issues, nor do we perform experiments of any sort: the validation of our statements is in the proofs.
We havetriedtokeepournotationasterseas possible. Ourtoolsare borrowedfrom linearalgebraandsomediffer-
entialgeometry, althoughalltheresultsshouldbe accessiblewithoutbackgroundinthelatter. We usethelanguage
of (Lie) groups because that allows us to give an explicit characterization of all the ambiguities in a concise and
intuitivefashion. Traditional tools involved in the analysis of self-calibration involved complex loci in projective
spaces (e.g., the “absolute conic”), which can be hard to grasp for someone not proﬁcient in algebraic geometry.
2. Dependency of multilinear constraints revisited
We model the world as a collection of points in a three-dimensional Euclidean space, which we represent in
homogeneous coordinates as . The perspective projection of the generic point onto the
two-dimensionalimage plane is represented by homogeneous coordinates that satisfy
(1)
where isa scalarparameter relatedtothedistanceofthepoint from thecenterofprojectionandthenon-
singular matrix - called “calibration matrix” - describes the intrinsic parameters of the camera. Without loss
ofgeneralitywewillre-scaletheaboveequationsothatthedeterminantof is1. Thesetof matriceswithde-
terminantoneiscalledSpecial Lineargroupdenotedby . The rigidmotionof thecamera isrepresented
by a translation vector and a rotation matrix , that is an orthogonal matrix with determinant equal
to one. Such matrices form a group called Special Orthogonalgroup and indicatedby ;
belongsto ,the special Euclidean groupof rigid motionin . The actionof on the point is given by
. In equation (1) we will assume that is measured, while everything else is unknown.
When we consider measurements at different times, we organize the above equations by deﬁning
(2)
which we will assume to be full-rank, that is for . So we have
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
which we re-write in a more compact notation as . We call the motion matrix and the
image matrix.2.1. Constraints on multiple images
Let denote the four columns of the matrix and be the
columns of the matrix . Then the coordinates represent the same point seen from different views only if
they satisfy the following wedge product equation:
(3)
This constraint, which is multilinear in the measurements simply expresses the fact that the columns of
and are linearlydependent. Constraintsinvolvingfour images are call quadrilinear,constraintsinvolvingthree
images are called trilinear, and those involving two images are called bilinear or fundamental. In general, the
coefﬁcients of all the multilinear constraints are minors of the motion matrix . As it has been shown (see, for
instance, Triggs in [20]), constraints involving more than four frames are necessarily dependent on quadrilinear,
trilinearandbilinearones. Inthissectionwegoonestepfurthertodiscusshowtrilinearandquadrilinearconstraints
are dependent on bilinear ones.
When studying the dependency among constraints, one must distinguishbetween algebraic and geometric de-
pendency. Roughlyspeaking,algebraicdependencyconcernstheconditionsthatapointinanimagemustsatisfyin
order tobe the correspondentof a pointin anotherimage. Vice versa, geometric dependencyis concerned withthe
informationthat correspondingpointsgive on the operator that maps one to the other. The two notionsare related
but not equivalent, and the latter bears important consequences when one is to use the constraintsin optimization
algorithmstorecoverstructureandcalibration. Whilethegeometricdependencyofmultilinearconstraintshasbeen
established before under the assumption of constant calibration [10], we give a novel, simple and rigorous proof
that is valid under the more general assumptionof time-varying calibration.
2.2. Algebraic vs. geometric dependency
Toclarifytherelationbetweenalgebraicand geometricdependency2, notethatingeneral we canexpress amul-
tilinear constraint in the form: where are some polynomials of entries of and
polynomialsof entries of the image coordinates, with and deﬁned as before. ’s are called the coefﬁcients
of multilinear constraints. Studying the algebraic dependency between constraints then corresponds to ﬁxing the
coefﬁcients andaskingwhetherthereare someadditionalconstraintsamongtheimagecoordinates generated
by three and four views3. This problem has been studied many researchers and an elegant answer can be found in
[9]byexplicitlycharacterizingtheprimarydecompositionoftheideal(inthepolynomialringofimagecoordinates
’s) generated by the bilinear constraints in terms of that generated by trilinear ones or quadrilinearones.
Geometricdependency, onthe otherhand, investigateswhether, giventheimage coordinates , the coefﬁcients
corresponding to motion parameters in additional views can give additional information about . These two
different types of dependencies were previously pointed out (see for instance the work of Heyden [10]). For both
typesofdependencies,theanswerisnegative,i.e., trilinearandquadrilinearconstraintsingeneral aredependentof
bilinearones. We here givea simplebutrigorousstudyof thegeometric dependency. Theresultswillalsovalidate
the ambiguityanalysis given in followingsections.
Consider the case and, for the moment, disregard the internal structure of the motion matrix .
Its columns can be interpreted as a basis of a four-dimensionalsubspace of the nine-dimensionalspace. The set of
-dimensionalsubspaces of an -dimensionalspace is called a Grassmannian manifold and denoted by .
Therefore, is an element of . By just re-arranging the three blocks into three pairs,
2This subsection is for the beneﬁt of the reader already familiar with existing work on the algebraic dependency among multilinear
constraints. Thereader whois not at easewith algebraicgeometry or unfamiliar with the existing literature canskipthis subsectionwithout
loss of continuity
3In other words, it addressesthe dependencyamong algebraic ideals associatedwith the three types of multilinear constraints., and , we deﬁne a map between and three copies of
The question of whether trilinear constraints are independent of bilinear ones is tightly related to whether these
two representations of the motion matrix are equivalent. Since the coefﬁcients in the multilinear constraints
are homogeneous in the entries of each block , the motion matrix is only determined up to the equivalence
relation:
(4)
where . Thus for multilinear constraintsthe motion matrix is only well-deﬁned as an element of the
quotientspace which is of dimension , 4 as was already noted by Triggs [20].
We are now ready to prove that coefﬁcients ’s in trilinear and quadrilinear constraints depend on those in
bilinear ones.
Theorem 1 (Geometric dependency) Given three (or four) views, the coefﬁcients of all bilinear constraints or
equivalently the corresponding fundamental matrices uniquely determine the motion matrix as an element in
(or ) given that ’s are linearly independent.
Proof: It is known that between any pair of images the motion matrix: , is determined
by the corresponding fundamental matrix up to two scalars : . Hence
for the three view case all we need to prove is that the map:
isinjective. Tothisend, assume ;then we have that,after re-scaling, ,
, for some and ,5 . This
yields Therefore there exist
with each column of is in such that:
Combining these three equations, we obtain:
Thematrixontherighthandsideoftheequationhasanon-trivialnullspacesinceitscolumnvectorsareinthespace
which has dimension three. However, is non-singular, and therefore
it must be This gives That is, the columns
4The Grassmannian has dimension . The dimension of the quotient space is smaller since the
equivalencerelation has independentscales.
5 is the general linear group of all non-degenerate real matrices.of are linear combinations of columns of and . But are
linearly independent. Thus we have This implies
which means that and are the same, up to the equivalence relation deﬁned in equation (4). Therefore, they
represent the same element in , which means that the map is injective.
In the case of four views, in order to show that coefﬁcients in quadrilinear constraints also depend on bilinear
ones, one only needs to check that the obviousmap from to is injective. This directly
follows from the above proof of the three frame case.
Comment 1 As a consequence of the theorem, coefﬁcients ’s intrilinearand quadrilinearconstraintsare func-
tions of those in bilinear ones. While the above proof shows that the map can be inverted, it does not provide
an explicitcharacterizationof the inverse. Suchan inverse can in principlebe highlynon-linearandconditioning
issuesneedtobetakenintoaccountinthedesignofestimationalgorithms. Weemphasizethatthegeometricdepen-
dency does not imply that two views are sufﬁcientfor reconstruction! It claims that given views, their geometry
is characterized by considering only combinations of pairs of them through bilinear constraints, while trilinear
constraintsare of help onlyin the case of singularconﬁgurationsof pointsand camera(see comment 2). For four
views, the condition that are linearly independent is not necessary. A less conservative
conditionis that there exist two groups of three frames which satisfy the conditionfor the three view case.
Theorem 1 requires that the one-dimensional kernels of the matrices ( or ) are linearly
independent. Note thatthe kernelsof for are given by , where the vector
is exactly the position of the camera center. Hence the condition of the theorem is satisﬁed if and only if the
centers of projection of the cameras generate a hyper-plane of dimension . In particular, when , the
three camera centers form a triangle, and when , the four camera centers form a tetrahedron.
Comment 2 (Critical surfaces and motions) Although we have shown that the coefﬁcients of multilinear con-
straintsdepend on those of bilinearones, we have assumed that the latter(or the correspondingfundamentalma-
trices)areuniquelydeterminedbytheepipolargeometry. However,thisisnottruewhenallthepointslieoncritical
surfaces. In this case, as argued by Maybank in [15], we may obtainup to three ambiguoussolutionsfrom the bi-
linearconstraints. Thisis one ofthe cases when trilinearand quadrilinearconstraintsprovideusefulinformation.
On this topic, see also [16]. Also, when the camera is undergoing a rectilinear motion (i.e., all optical centers
are aligned),trilinearconstraintsprovideindependentinformationin additionto bilinearones. This facthasbeen
pointed out before; see for instance Heyden in [11].
3. Reconstruction under motion subgroups
The goal of thissection is to studyall “critical” motiongroups that do not allow uniquereconstructionof struc-
ture, motion and calibration. While a classiﬁcationof such critical motions has been presented before (see [14]),
we here go well beyond by givingan explicit characterizationof the ambiguityin the reconstructionfor each crit-
ical motion. Such an explicitcharacterization is crucial in derivingthe ambiguity in the generation of novel views
of a scene, which we study in section 4.
In this section, we characterize the generic ambiguity in the recovery of (a) structure, (b) motion and (c) cali-
brationcorrespondingtoeach possiblecriticalmotion. A subgroupof iscalledcriticalif thereconstruction
is not unique when the motion of the camera is restricted to it. For the purpose of this section, we assume that the
calibration matrix is constant.3.1. Some preliminaries
So far the only restrictionwe have imposed on the constant calibrationmatrix is that it is non-singularand is
normalized as to have . However, can only be determined up to an equivalence class of rotations,
thatis .6 Formore detail,pleasesee [14]. Theunrecoverablerotationinourchoiceof simply
corresponds to a rotation of the entire camera system. We borrow the followingstatement directly from [14]:
Theorem 2 (Necessaryandsufﬁcientconditionforauniquecalibration)Forasetofcameramotions
wherenoneoftherotationcomponent isoftheform with ,thecameracalibration asan
elementin isuniquelydeterminedifandonlyifatleasttwooftheaxes ’sarelinearlyindependent.
Althoughthenecessityoftheindependenceoftherotationaxeshasbeenlongknownintheliterature(seee.g. [13]),
thesufﬁciency isnotproven tillrecent [14]. Thistheorem statesa veryimportantand usefulfact: the conditionfor
a unique calibration has nothingto do with translation(as opposed to the results given in [19])! 7 See [14] for the
detail. Duetothistheorem,allpropercontinuoussubgroupsof except arecriticalforself-calibration.
So the ﬁrst step in our analysisconsistsin classifyingall continuousLie subgroupsof which are critical. It
is a well known fact that a complete list of subgroupsof can be classiﬁed by all Lie subalgebras of the Lie
algebra of andthen exponentiatethem. It isthenstraightfowardto showthateach of thesesubgroups
must have the same ambiguity in reconstructionas one in the followinglist (as we will explain in the comments):
TranslationalMotion: and its subgroups
Rotational Motion: and its subgroups
Planar Motion:
Screw Motion:
Planar + Elevation:
Rigid Body Motion:
Comment 3 The above listis by no means a completelist of ALL subgroupsof . For example, the “planar
orbitalmotion”,i.e., cameramovingonacirclewiththeopticalaxisalwaysfacingthecenter, isnoneofthemotion
intheabove list. However, itiscanbe treatedasa specialcase ofthe planarmotionsince, asfarasreconstruction
isconcerned, theyobviouslyhavethe samegenericambiguities. Inordertoshow thatallsubgroupshave thesame
ambiguity in reconstruction as one of the above motions, we must go through all the possible Lie subalgebras of
. It can be shownthat, if a Lie subalgebrahasat least4 dimensionand hastwo independentrotationcompo-
nents, then itmust be itself. Now the only interestingcase is some three dimensionalLie subalgebraswhich,
without loss of generality, are generated by elements:
(5)
where are standard basis of and and are three vectors in . In order for the Lie algebra
generatedby is three dimensional. We must have the vector in the null space of
the matrix:
(6)
6Heretakeleft cosetsaselementsinthe quotientspace. Arepresentationofthis quotientspaceisgiven,for instance,byupper-triangular
matrices;sucharepresentationiscommonlyusedinmodelingcalibrationmatricesbymeansofphysicalparametersofcamerassuchasfocal
length, principal point and pixel skew.
7This is because we here only consider the generic ambiguity in reconstruction, i.e., such ambiguity exists no matter what the camera
seesand no matter what the algorithms do.That is . If , then the subgroup generated by the algebra is just the pure rotation group .
If , then the subgroup generated contains three indenpendent rotation axes and translation(parallax). For
such subgroups, a unique reconstruction is available. That is, they are not critical for reconstructionor have the
same ambiguityas the full rigid body motion .
We are now ready to explore to what extent scene structure, camera motion and calibration can be reconstructed
when motion is constrained onto one of the above subgroups. In other words, we will study the generic ambigu-
ities of the reconstruction problem. In what follows, we use to denote the 3D
coordinatesof thepoint withrespect tothe camera frame attime :
To simplify notation, for any we deﬁne to be a skew-symmetric matrix such that the cross
product .
3.2. Generic ambiguities in structure, motion and calibration
Translationalmotion( and itssubgroups). Thecoordinatetransformationbetweendifferentviewsisgiven
by According to Theorem 2, the calibration cannot be recov-
ered from pure translationalmotion, and therefore the correspondingstructure and translationalmotion can be
recovered only up to the unknown transformation . We therefore have the following
Theorem 3 (Ambiguity under ) Consider an uncalibrated camera described by the calibration matrix
, undergoing purely translationalmotion (or any of its nontrivial subgroups) and let be an arbitrary
matrix in . If the camera motion and the scene structure are unknown, then ,
and are the only generic ambiguous solutions for the camera calibration, camera motion and the scene
structure respectively.
Note that this ambiguity corresponds exactly to an afﬁne reconstruction[18].
Rotationalmotion ( ). The action of transforms the coordinatesin different cameras by
. According toTheorem 2, the calibration can be recovered uniquely,and so can the
rotational motion . However, it is well known that the depth information of the structure cannot be
recovered at all. We summarize these facts into the following:
Theorem 4 (Ambiguity under ) Consider an uncalibrated camera with calibration matrix
undergoingpurely rotationalmotion and let be an arbitrary(positive) scalar. If both the camera motion
and the scene structure are unknown, then , and are the only generic ambiguous
solutionsfor the camera calibration,camera motionand the scene structure respectively.
Planar motion ( ). While the previous two cases were of somewhat academic interest and the theorems
portraywell-knownfacts,planarmotionarisesveryofteninapplications. Wewilltherefore studythiscase insome
more detail.
Let bethestandardbasisof . Withoutlossofgenerality,
we may assume the camera motion is on the plane normal to and is represented by the subgroup .
Let betheunknowncalibrationmatrixofthecamera. Asdescribedinsection3.1we consider asanelement
of the quotient space . According to [14], any possible calibration matrix is
such that the matrix is in the symmetric real kernel ( ) of the Lyapunov map for all
:
(7)By the choice of , the real eigenvector of is . Imposing , we obtain ,
where is a matrix functionof :
(8)
Geometrically, this reveals that only metric information withinthe plane can be recovered while the relative scale
between the plane and its normal direction cannot be determined. If we choose an erroneous matrix from the
setofpossiblesolutionsfor calibration,then forsomematrix . Since isnecessarily
in , we further have that, for some ,
(9)
A solutionof (9) isof the form with and . Letus deﬁne a one-parameter Liegroup
as:
(10)
Then the solutionspace of (9) is given by . The group can be viewed as a natural represen-
tation of ambiguous solutionsin the space .
Oncewehaveacalibrationmatrix,say ,wecanextractmotionfromthefundamentalmatrix
as follows: we know that for some . Then we deﬁne and
notethat, for , wehavethat commuteswith i.e., . Then isanessential
matrixsince Themotionrecovered from istherefore
,where isthe true motion. Notethat isactually
a planarmotion(in a plane rotated by from the originalone). The coordinatetransformationin the uncalibrated
camera frame is given by If, instead, the matrix is chosen to justify the camera
calibration, the coordinate transformation becomes:
Therefore, any point viewed with an uncalibrated camera undergoing a motion is not distin-
guishable from the point viewed with an uncalibrated camera undergoing a motion
. We have therefore proven the following
Theorem 5 (Ambiguity under ) Consider a camera with unknown calibrationmatrix under-
going planar motion and let with and . If both the camera
motion andthescenestructure areunknown,then ,
and are the only generic ambiguoussolutionsfor the camera calibration,camera motionand
scene structure respectively.
Comment 4 Note that the role of the matrix is justto rotatethe overallconﬁguration. Therefore, the
only generic ambiguityof the reconstructionis characterized by the one parameter Lie group .
Subgroups , and . Weconcludeourdiscussiononsubgroupsof bystudying
, and together. This is because their generic ambiguities are similar to the case of
,which we have just studied. Notice that in the discussionof the ambiguity , we did not use the factthat the translation has to satisfy . Therefore, the generic reconstruction ambiguitiesof and
are exactly the same as that of . The only different case is . It is readily seen that the
ambiguityof isthe“product”ofthatof andthatof duetothefact .
As a consequence of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we have:
Corollary 1 (Ambiguity under ) Consider an uncalibrated camera with calibration matrix
undergoing a motion in and let with , and .
If both the camera motion and the scene structure are unknown, then ,
and are the only generic ambiguous solutions for the camera calibration,
camera motion and scene structure respectively.
From the above discussionof subgroupsof we have seen that generic ambiguitiesexistfor many proper
subgroup of . Furthermore, such ambiguities - which have been derived above based only on bilinear con-
straints, are not resolved by multilinear constraints according to Theorem 1.
4. Reprojection under partial reconstruction
Intheprevioussectionwehaveseen that,ingeneral, itispossibletoreconstructthecalibrationmatrix andthe
scene’s structure only up to a subgroup - which we call , the ambiguity subgroup. For instance, in the case of
planar motion, an element in has the form given by equation (8). Therefore, after reconstructionwe have
(11)
Now, suppose one wants to generate a novel view of the scene, from a new vantage point, which is speciﬁed by
a motion and must satisfy In general, the reprojection depends both on
the ambiguity subgroup and on the vantage point and there is no guarantee that it is an image of the original
Euclidean scene.
Itisonlynatural,then,toaskwhatisthesetofvantagepointsthatgenerateavalidreprojection,thatisanimage
of the original scene taken as if the camera was placed at some vantage point . We discuss this issue in
section4.1. A stronger conditiontorequire isthat the reprojectionbe independent(invariant)of the ambiguity ,
so that we have regardless of ; we discussthis issue in section 4.2.
4.1. Valid Euclidean reprojection
In order to characterize the vantage points - speciﬁed by motions - that produce a valid reprojection we must
ﬁnd such that: for some . Since the reprojected image is
, the characterization of all such motions is given by the followingLie group:
(12)
Wecall thereprojectiongroupforagivenambiguitygroup . Foreachofthegenericambiguitieswestudied
in section 3, the correspondingreprojection group is given by the following
Theorem 6 The reprojection groups corresponding to each of the ambiguity groups studied in section 3 are
given by:
1. for (ambiguity of ).
2. for (ambiguityof ).
3. for (ambiguity of ).
4. for (ambiguityof ).Even thoughthe reprojected image is, in general, not unique, the family of all such images are still parameterized
by the same ambiguity group . For a motion outside of the group , i.e., for a , the
action of the ambiguity group on a reprojected image cannot simply be represented as moving the camera: it
willhave to be a more general non-Euclideantransformation of the shape of the scene. However, the family of all
such non-Euclidean shapes are minimally parameterized by the quotient space .
Comment 5 (Choice of a “basis” for reprojection) Note that in order to specify the viewpoint it is not just suf-
ﬁcient to choose the motion for, in general, . Therefore, an imaginary “visual-effect operator” will
have to adjust the viewpoint acting on the parameters in . The ambiguity subgroups derived in section 3
are one-parameter groups (for the most important cases) and therefore the choice is restricted to one parameter.
In a projective framework (such as [6]), the user has to specify a projective basisof three-dimensionalspace, that
is 15 parameters. This is usually done by specifying the three-dimensionalpositionof 5 pointsin space.
4.2. Invariant reprojection
In order for the view taken from to be unique, we must have
(13)
independent of . Equivalently we must have where is the ambiguity generated by the motion
on a subgroup of . The set of that satisfy this condition is a group , the so called normalizer of
in . Therefore, all we have to do is to characterize the normalizers for the ambiguity subgroups studied
in section 3.
Theorem 7 The set of viewpoints that are invariant to reprojection is given by the normalizer of the ambiguity
subgroup. For each of the motionsubgroupsanalyzed in section 3 the correspondingnormalizerof the ambiguity
group is given by:
1. for (ambiguityof ).
2. for (ambiguity of ).
3. for (ambiguity of ).
4. for (ambiguity of ).
For motions in every subgroup, the reprojection performed under any viewpoint determined by the groups above
is unique.
5. Conclusions
When the necessary and sufﬁcient conditionsfor a unique reconstructionof scene structure, camera motion and
calibrationare notsatisﬁed, itisstillpossibleto retrievea reconstructionup toa globalsubgroupaction(on theen-
tire conﬁgurationof the camera system). We characterize such subgroupsexplicitlyfor all possiblemotion groups
of the camera. The reconstructedstructure can thenbe re-projected togenerate novel viewsof the scene. We char-
acterizethe“basis”ofthereprojectioncorrespondingtoeach subgroup,andalsothemotionsthatgeneratea unique
reprojection. We achieve the goal by using resultsfrom two view analysis[14]. Thisis possiblebecause the coef-
ﬁcients of multilinear constraintsare geometrically dependent of those of bilinear constraints. Therefore, the only
advantageinconsideringmultilinearconstraintsisinthepresence ofsingularsurfacesandrectilinearmotions. Our
future research agenda involvesthedesignof optimalalgorithmsto recover all(and only!) the parameters thatcan
beestimatedfromthedatabasedupontheirgenericambiguities. Thereconstructionandreprojectionproblemstud-
ied in this paper is for a constant calibration matrix. We will present generalized results for the time-varying case
in future work.Acknowledgment
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